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Guix-HPC is a collaborative effort to bring reproducible software de-
ployment to scientific workflows and high-performance computing (HPC).
Guix-HPC builds upon the GNU Guix1 software deployment tools and aims
to make them useful for HPC practitioners and scientists concerned with
dependency graph control and customization and, uniquely, reproducible
research.

Guix-HPCwaslaunched inSeptember2017asa joint softwaredevelop-
ment project involving three research institutes: Inria2, theMax Delbrück
Center forMolecularMedicine(MDC)3, and theUtrechtBioinformaticsCen-
ter (UBC)4. GNUGuix for HPCand reproducible sciencehas received contri-
butionsfromadditional individualsandorganizations,includingCNRS5, the
University of Paris (Diderot)6, the University of Tennessee Health Science
Center7 (UTHSC), the Leibniz Institute for Psychology8 (ZPID), Cray, Inc.9

(now HPE), and Tourbillion Technology10.

1https://guix.gnu.org
2https://www.inria.fr/en/
3https://www.mdc-berlin.de/
4https://ubc.uu.nl/
5https://www.cnrs.fr/en
6https://u-paris.fr/en/
7https://uthsc.edu/
8https://leibniz-psychology.org/
9https://www.cray.com
10http://tourbillion-technology.com/
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http://tourbillion-technology.com/
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Thisreporthighlightskeyachievementsof Guix-HPCbetweenourpre-
viousreport11a year agoand today,February2022.Thisyearwasmarkedby
exciting developmentsforHPCand reproducibleworkflows: the releaseof
GNUGuix 1.3.0 inMay12, the ability to tunepackages for a CPUmicro-archi-
tecturewith the --tune option, improved Software Heritage support, new
releases of Guix-Jupyter and the Guix Workflow Language (GWL), support
for POWER9 CPUs and on-going work porting to RISC-V, and more.

11https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2021/02/guix-hpc-activity-report-2020/
12https://guix.gnu.org/en/blog/2021/gnu-guix-1.3.0-released/

https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2021/02/guix-hpc-activity-report-2020/
https://guix.gnu.org/en/blog/2021/gnu-guix-1.3.0-released/
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Outline

Guix-HPC aims to tackle the following high-level objectives:
• Reproducible scientific workflows. Improve the GNUGuix tool set to bet-

ter support reproducible scientific workflows and to simplify sharing
and publication of software environments.

• Cluster usage. Streamlining Guix deployment on HPC clusters, and
providing interoperability with clusters not running Guix.

• Outreach & user support. Reaching out to the HPC and scientific re-
search communities and organizing training sessions.

The following sections detail work that has been carried out in each
of these areas.
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Reproducible Scientific Workflows

Supporting reproducible research workflows is a major goal
for Guix-HPC. The ability to reproduce and inspect computational
experiments—today’s lab notebooks—is key to establishing a rigorous sci-
entific method. UNESCO’s Recommendation on Open Science13, published
in November 2021, recognizes the importance of free software in research
and further notes (§7d):

In thecontextof openscience,whenopensourcecodeisacompo-
nentof aresearchprocess,enablingreuseandreplicationgenerallyre-
quires that it be accompaniedwith open data and open specifications
of the environment required to compile and run it.

This key point is often overlooked: the ability to reproduce and in-
spect the software environments of experiments is a prerequisite for trans-
parent and reproducible research workflows.

To that end, we work not only on deployment issues, but also up-
stream—ensuring source code is archived at Software Heritage—and down-
stream—devising tools andworkflows for scientists to use. The sectionsbe-
low summarize the progressmade on these fronts and include experience
reports by two PhD candidates showing in concrete terms how Guix fits in
reproducibleHPCworkflows.

Workflow Languages

The Guix Workflow Language14 (or GWL) is a scientific computing ex-
tension to GNU Guix’s declarative language for package management. It
allows for the declaration of scientific workflows, which will always run

13https://en.unesco.org/science-sustainable-future/open-science/recommendation
14https://workflows.guix.info

https://en.unesco.org/science-sustainable-future/open-science/recommendation
https://workflows.guix.info
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in reproducible environments that GNU Guix automatically prepares. In
the past year theGWL has received several bug fixes and infrastructure for
detailed logging; it also gained a DRMAAprocess engine to submit generat-
ed jobs to any HPC scheduler with an implementation of DRMAA, such as
SlurmandGrid Engine. Thiswasmadepossiblethrough thenewly released
high-level Guile bindings to DRMAA version 115. We released version 0.4.0
of the GWL16 on January 29.

Earlier in January, we announced ccwl17, the Concise CommonWork-
flow Language. ccwl is a workflow languagewith a concise syntax compil-
ing to the CommonWorkflow Language18 (CWL).While GWL offers a novel
workflow languagewith integrateddeploymentviaGuix, ccwl instead aims
to leveragetooling around thepopular CommonWorkflowLanguagewhile
addressingsomeof itslimitations. Wepublishedadetailedarticleintroduc-
ing ccwl19 and expounding its merits. ccwl significantly cuts short on the
verbosity of CWL, thus removing one of the barriers to its wider adoption.
ccwl is implemented as a domain specific languageembedded in GNUGuile,
and interoperateswithGNUGuix toprovidereproducibility. ccwl alsoaims
to minimize frustration for users by providing strong compile-time error
checking and high-quality error messages. We also plan to pre-package
commonly used command-line scientific tools into ready-made ccwlwork-
flows. Work on these exciting new features is already underway.

Reproducible Software Deployment for Jupyter

We announced Guix-Jupyter20 two years ago, with two goals: making
notebooks self-containedor “deployment-aware”so that they automatically
deploy the software (and data!) that they need, and making said deploy-

15https://lists.gnu.org/archive/html/guile-user/2021-04/msg00081.html
16https://lists.gnu.org/archive/html/gwl-devel/2022-01/msg00000.html
17https://ccwl.systemreboot.net/
18https://www.commonwl.org/
19https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2022/01/ccwl-for-concise-and-painless-cwl-workflows/
20https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2019/10/towards-reproducible-jupyter-notebooks/

https://lists.gnu.org/archive/html/guile-user/2021-04/msg00081.html
https://lists.gnu.org/archive/html/gwl-devel/2022-01/msg00000.html
https://ccwl.systemreboot.net/
https://www.commonwl.org/
https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2022/01/ccwl-for-concise-and-painless-cwl-workflows/
https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2019/10/towards-reproducible-jupyter-notebooks/
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ment bit-reproducible. Earlier this year, we published version 0.2.2 as a bug-
fix release.

Guix-Jupyter is implemented as a Jupyter kernel: it acts as a proxy be-
tweenthenotebookandtheprogramminglanguagenotebookcellsarewrit-
ten in. It interprets annotations found in the notebook to deploy precisely
the right softwarepackagesneeded to run the notebook. We believe this is
a robust approach to address the Achilles’ heel that software deployment
represents for reproducible computationswith Jupyter.

Yet, because Binder21 and its associated services and tools are a pop-
ular way to deploy Jupyter notebooks, we wanted to offer an alternative
solution integrated with Binder. Under the hood, Binder builds upon
repo2docker22, a tool to build Docker images straight from source code
repositories. Repo2docker has a number of back-ends called buildpacks to
handle packaging metadata in a variety of formats: when a setup.py file
is available, software isdeployedusing standard Python tools, thepresence
of an install.R file leads to deployment using GNU R, an apt.txt file in-
structs it to install software using Debian’s packagemanager, and so on.

As part of a three-month internship at Inria, Hugo Lecomte imple-
mented a Guix buildpack for repo2docker. If a guix.scmor a manifest.scm

file is found in the source repository, repo2docker uses it to populate the
Docker imagebeing built. Additionally—and this is a significant difference
compared tootherbuildpacks—,softwaredeployedwithGuix canbepinned
at a specific revision: if a channels.scm file is found, the buildpack passes
it to guix time-machine; this ensures that software is deployed from the
exact Guix revision specified in channels.scm.

This Guix buildpack for repo2docker has been submitted upstream
and reviewed23, but as of this writing it has yet to be merged. We believe

21https://mybinder.org/
22https://repo2docker.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
23https://github.com/jupyterhub/repo2docker/pull/1048

https://mybinder.org/
https://repo2docker.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://github.com/jupyterhub/repo2docker/pull/1048
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it provides another convenient way for Jupyter Notebook users to ensure
their code runs in the right software environment.

Ensuring Source Code Availability

Guix lets users re-deploy software environments, for instance via
guix time-machine24. This is possible because Guix can rebuild software,
which, in turn, is only possible if source code is permanently available.
Since 201925 Guix developers collaborate with Software Heritage (SWH) to
make that a reality. A lot hasbeen achieved since thenbut somechallenges
remained before we could be sure that SWH would archive every piece of
source code Guix packages refer to.

One of the main roadblocks we identified early on26 are source code
archives— tar.gz and similar files, colloquially known as “tarballs”. SWH,
rationally, stores the contents of these archives, but it does not store the
archives themselves. Yet, most Guix package definitions refer to tarballs;
Guix expects to be able to download those tarballs and to verify that they
match. How dowe deal with this impedancemismatch?

Last year, Guix developer Timothy Sample had just started work to
address this27. Timothy developed a tool called Disarchive28 that supports
two operations: “disassembling” and “reassembling” tarballs. In the for-
mer case, it extracts tar and compression metadata along with an identi-
fier (SWHID) pointing to contents available at SWH; in the latter case, Dis-
archiveassemblescontent andmetadata to recreate the tarball as it initially

24https://guix.gnu.org/manual/en/html_node/Invoking-guix-time_002dmachine.html
25 https://www.softwareheritage.org/2019/04/18/software-heritage-and-gnu-guix-join-forces-to-
enable-long-term-reproducibility/
26 https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2019/03/connecting-reproducible-deployment-to-a-long-term-source-
code-archive/
27https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2021/02/guix-hpc-activity-report-2020/
28https://ngyro.com/software/disarchive.html

https://guix.gnu.org/manual/en/html_node/Invoking-guix-time_002dmachine.html
https://www.softwareheritage.org/2019/04/18/software-heritage-and-gnu-guix-join-forces-to-enable-long-term-reproducibility/
https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2019/03/connecting-reproducible-deployment-to-a-long-term-source-code-archive/
https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2021/02/guix-hpc-activity-report-2020/
https://ngyro.com/software/disarchive.html
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existed. FromtherewecreateaDisarchivedatabase thatmapscryptographic
hashes of tarballs to their metadata.

Thisyearwedeployed,ontheGuixbuildfarm,infrastructuretocontin-
uously build thedatabase29 and topublish it at disarchive.guix.gnu.org30.
We added support in Guix so that it can use Disarchive + SWH as a fallback
when downloading a tarball from its original URL fails, significantly im-
proving source code archival coverage.

Beyond Guix, thiswork is crucial for all thedeployment tools that rely
on theavailabilityof tarballs—Brew,Gentoo,Nix, Spack, and otherpackage
managers,but also scientificworkflow tools such asManeage31and individ-
ualDockerfilesand scripts. This ledSWHand theSloanFoundationtoallo-
cate a grant32 so that Timothy Sample could address someof the remaining
challenges.

Among those, Timothy has already been able to expand Disarchive
compression support beyond gzip—version 0.4.0 adds support for xz, the
second most popular compression format for tarballs. To have a clear
vision of the progress being made, Timothy has been publishing periodic
Preservation of Guix Reports. The latest one33 shows that archival coverage
forall theGuix revisionssinceversion1.0.0 isat72%;thebreakdownbyrevi-
sion shows that coveragereaches86% for recent commits. SimonTournier
hasbeen carefullymonitoring coverageand discussingwith otherGuix de-
velopers and with the SWH team to identify reasonswhy specific pieces of
source code would not be archived. Ludovic Courtès had the pleasure to
join theSWHFifthAnniversaryevent34, on behalf of theGuix team, to show
all the progressmade and to discuss the road ahead.

29https://ci.guix.gnu.org/jobset/disarchive
30https://disarchive.guix.gnu.org
31https://maneage.org/
32https://www.softwareheritage.org/2022/01/13/preserving-source-code-archive-files/
33https://ngyro.com/pog-reports/2022-01-16/
34https://www.softwareheritage.org/news/events/swh5years/

https://ci.guix.gnu.org/jobset/disarchive
https://disarchive.guix.gnu.org
https://maneage.org/
https://www.softwareheritage.org/2022/01/13/preserving-source-code-archive-files/
https://ngyro.com/pog-reports/2022-01-16/
https://www.softwareheritage.org/news/events/swh5years/
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Tuning Packages for a CPU

GNUGuix is now well known for supporting “reproducibility”,which
is really twofold: it is first the ability to re-deploy the same software stack
on another machine or at a different point in time, and second the ability
to verify that binaries being run match the source code—the latter is what
reproducible builds35 are concerned with.

However, in HPC circles there is the entrenched perception that re-
producibility is antithetic to performance. Practitioners are especially
concerned with the performance of the Message Passing Interface (MPI)
implementations on high-speed network devices, and with the ability of
code to use single-instruction/multiple-data (SIMD) extensions of the lat-
est CPUs—such asAVX-512on x86_64, or NEONon ARMv8.We showed that
these concernsare largely unfounded in a 2018articleon achieving perfor-
mancewith portable binaries36 and in a 2019 article on OpenMPI37.

The former article showed how performance-sensitive C code is al-
readytakingadvantageof functionmulti-versioning(FMV).Thereremaincas-
es, though, where this technique is not applicable. As a result, GNU/Linux
distributions—from Guix to Debian and CentOS—that distribute binaries
built for thebaselinex86_64architecturemissout on SIMDoptimizations. A
notoriousexampleof packages that donot support FMV isC++ header-only
libraries, such as the Eigen linear algebra library.

To address this, we introduced what we call package multi-versioning38:
with thenew --tune package transformationoption,Guix users can obtain
a packagevariant specifically tailored for thehost CPU.Yet,userscan avoid
rebuilding time-consuming local builds if a pre-built binary for the same
CPU variant is available on-line.

35https://reproducible-builds.org/docs/definition/
36https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2018/01/pre-built-binaries-vs-performance/
37https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2019/12/optimized-and-portable-open-mpi-packaging/
38https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2022/01/tuning-packages-for-a-cpu-micro-architecture/

https://reproducible-builds.org/docs/definition/
https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2018/01/pre-built-binaries-vs-performance/
https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2019/12/optimized-and-portable-open-mpi-packaging/
https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2022/01/tuning-packages-for-a-cpu-micro-architecture/
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While building a package with -march=native (instructing the com-
piler to optimize for the CPU of the build machine) leaves no trace, using
Guix’s--tune is properly recorded inmetadata. For example, a Docker im-
agebuiltwith guix pack --tune --save-provenance contains, in itsmeta-
data, the CPU type for which it was tuned, allowing for independent verifi-
cation of its binaries. This is to our knowledge the first implementation of
CPU tuning that does not sacrifice reproducibility.

Packaging

The package collection that comes with Guix keeps growing. It now
contains more than 20,000 curated packages, including many scientific
packagesranging fromrun-timesupportsoftwaresuchasimplementations
of theMessagePassing Interface (MPI), to linear algebra software, to statis-
tics and bioinformaticsmodules for R.

The Julia programming language has been gaining traction in the sci-
entific community and efforts in Guix reflect thatmomentum. At the time
of the previous report, February 2021, Guix included a dozen Julia pack-
ages. Today, January 2022, it includes more than 260 Julia packages, from
bioinformatics software such as BioSequence.jl to machine learning soft-
ware likeZygote.jl. Under thehood, the Julia build system in Guix hasbeen
improved; in particular, it now supports both parallel builds and parallel
tests, providing a significant speedup. It also allows the built-in Julia pack-
agemanager Pkg to find packages already installed by Guix.

In 2021, we added the popular PyTorch machine learning framework
to our package collection. While it had long been available via pip, the
Python packagemanager, we highlighted in a blog post39 things that we as
users do not notice about packages: what is inside of them, and the work
behind it. We showed that the requirements for Guix packages to build
software from source and to avoid bundling external dependenciesare key
to transparency, auditability, and provenance tracking—all of which are
ultimately the foundations of reproducible research.

39https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2021/09/whats-in-a-package/

https://hpc.guix.info/blog/2021/09/whats-in-a-package/
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Many scientific packages were upgraded: the Dune finite element
libraries have been updated to 2.7.1, the Python bindings to Gmsh40 were
updated to 7.1.11, PETSc41 and related packages were updated to 3.16.1, to
namea few. Run-timesupport packages such asMPI librariesalso received
a number of updates.

Statistical and bioinformatics packages for the R programming lan-
guage have seen regular comprehensive upgrades, closely following up-
dates to the popular CRAN and Bioconductor repositories. At the time of
thiswritingGuixprovidesa collectionof morethan1900reproduciblybuilt
R packages, making R one of the best supported programming environ-
ments in Guix.

Core packages have seen important changes; in particular, packages
are now built with GCC 10.3 by default (instead of 7.5), using the GNU C
Library version 2.33. The style of package inputs has been considerably
simplified42; together with the introduction of guix style43 for automat-
ic formatting, we hope it will make it easier to get started writing new
packages.

Supporting POWER9 and RISC-V CPUs

In April 2021, Guix gained support for POWER9CPUs44, a platform that
some HPC clusters build upon. While support in Guix—and in the broad-
er free software stack—is not yet on par with that of x86_64, it is gradual-
ly improving. The project’s build farm now has two beefy POWER9 build
machines.

While it is perhapsearly days to call RISC-VanHPCplatform, thereare
indicators that this may happen in the near future with investments from
the USA45, the EU46, India, and China.

40https://hpc.guix.info/package/python-pygmsh
41https://hpc.guix.info/packages/petsc
42https://guix.gnu.org/en/blog/2021/the-big-change/
43https://guix.gnu.org/manual/devel/en/html_node/Invoking-guix-style.html
44https://guix.gnu.org/en/blog/2021/new-supported-platform-powerpc64le-linux/

https://hpc.guix.info/package/python-pygmsh
https://hpc.guix.info/packages/petsc
https://guix.gnu.org/en/blog/2021/the-big-change/
https://guix.gnu.org/manual/devel/en/html_node/Invoking-guix-style.html
https://guix.gnu.org/en/blog/2021/new-supported-platform-powerpc64le-linux/
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Together with Chris Batten of Cornell and Michael Taylor of the
University of Washington, Erik Garrison and Pjotr Prins are UTHSC PIs re-
sponsible for creating a newNSF-fundedRISC-V supercomputer for pange-
nomics47. It will incorporate GNU Guix and the GNU Mes bootstrap48, with
input from Arun Isaac, Efraim Flashner and others. NLNet49 is also fund-
ing the GNU Mes RISC-V bootstrap project with Ekaitz Zarraga and Jan
Nieuwenhuizen. Weaim tocontinueaddingRISC-V support toGNUGuix at
a rapid pace.

Why is the combination of GNU Mes and GNU Guix exciting for RISC-
V? First of all, RISC-V is a very modern modular open hardware architec-
ture that provides further guarantees of transparency and security. It ex-
tends reproducibility to the transistor level and for that reason generates
interest from the Bitcoin community, for example. Because there are no
licensing fees involved, RISC-V is already a major force in IoT and will in-
creasingly penetrate hardware solutions, such as storagemicrocontrollers
andnetworkdevices,going all theway toGPU-styleparallel computingand
many-core solutionswith thousandsof cores on a single die. GNUMes and
GNU Guix are particularly suitable for RISC-V because Guix can optimize
generated code for different RISC-V targets and is able to parameterizede-
ployed software packages for included/excluded RISC-Vmodules.

On the way to a reproducible PhD thesis

GNUGuix and Org mode50 form a powerful associationwhen it comes
to setting up a PhD thesis workflow. On one hand, GNU Guix allows us to
ensure an experimental software environment is reproducible across vari-
ous high-performance testbeds. On the other hand,we can take advantage

45https://www.tomshardware.com/news/risc-v-cluster-demonstrated
46https://www.european-processor-initiative.eu/epi-epac1-0-risc-v-test-chip-samples-delivered/
47https://news.cornell.edu/stories/2021/11/5m-grant-will-tackle-pangenomics-computing-challenge
48https://guix.gnu.org/en/blog/2019/guix-reduces-bootstrap-seed-by-50/
49https://nlnet.nl/project/current.html
50https://www.orgmode.org

https://www.tomshardware.com/news/risc-v-cluster-demonstrated
https://www.european-processor-initiative.eu/epi-epac1-0-risc-v-test-chip-samples-delivered/
https://news.cornell.edu/stories/2021/11/5m-grant-will-tackle-pangenomics-computing-challenge
https://guix.gnu.org/en/blog/2019/guix-reduces-bootstrap-seed-by-50/
https://nlnet.nl/project/current.html
https://www.orgmode.org
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of the literate programming paradigm using Org mode to describe the ex-
perimental environment as well as the experiments themselves, then post-
process and reuse the results in final scientific publications.

The ongoing work of Marek Felšöci51 at Inria is an actual attempt for
a reproducible PhD thesis relying on the conjunction of GNU Guix and
Org mode. The thesis project resides in a Git repository where a dedicat-
ed Org file describes and explains all of the source code and procedures in-
volved in the construction of the experimental software environment, the
execution of experiments aswell as the gathering and the post-processing
of the results. This includes a Guix channel file, scripts for running the ex-
periments, parsing the output logs, producing figures and so on.

Other Org documents of the repository may then build on these re-
sults and produce the final publications, such as research reports, articles
and slideshows, in various formats. As an existing publication example
we can cite the research report #941252 and the associated technical report
#051353providing a literatedescriptionof theenvironment and theexperi-
ments the study presented in the research report relies on.

In the end, the entire process of setting up the software environment,
running experiments,post-processingresultsand publishingdocumentsis
automated using continuous integration.

The result of the continuous integration is publicly available54 as a
collection of web pages and PDF documents hosted using GitLab Pages55.

The initiative does not stop here. There is an effort to transform this
monolithic setup into independent modules with the aim to share and
reuse portions of the setup in other projectswithin the research team.

51https://mf elsoci.gitlabpages.inria.fr/thesis/
52https://hal.inria.fr/hal-03263603
53https://hal.inria.fr/hal-03263620
54https://mf elsoci.gitlabpages.inria.fr/thesis/
55https://docs.gitlab.com/ce/user/project/pages/

https://mfelsoci.gitlabpages.inria.fr/thesis/
https://hal.inria.fr/hal-03263603
https://hal.inria.fr/hal-03263620
https://mfelsoci.gitlabpages.inria.fr/thesis/
https://docs.gitlab.com/ce/user/project/pages/
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Feedback from using Guix to ensure reproducible HPC ex-
periments

Philippe Swartvagher (Inria) took the opportunity of writing an arti-
cle on the impact of execution tracing on complex HPC applications to dis-
cover how GNU Guix could help perform reproducible experiments. The
article studies the impact of tracing on applicationperformance,evaluates
solutions to reduce this impact, and explores clock synchronization issues
when distributed applications are traced. The paper is still under review.

The software stack considered in the article is made of several li-
braries (StarPU56, Chameleon57, PM258 and FxT59), all of them being already
packaged in GNU Guix, in the Guix-HPC channel. Manually installing this
software stack can be painful, the set of compilation options is wide and
desired options can change from an experience to another, to see their im-
pact. Correctly compiling the software stack before each experiment and
tracking its current state can be pretty tedious.

This source of headaches disappears with GNU Guix, especially with
the help of package transformations60. For instance,--with-input allowed
us to use of PM2 instead of the Open MPI as the communication engine,

--with-commit was handy to select a specific commit of a library (for in-
stance to compare performance before and after a specific change), and

--with-patch was convenient to apply code modification for a specific ex-
periments (for instance modifications not suited to be included upstream,
but required for the experiment). These package tranformations, used
withguix environment(thepredecessorof guix shell61),removesthebur-
den of compiling the correct version of each software before each exper-
iment.

56https://starpu.gitlabpages.inria.fr/
57https://solverstack.gitlabpages.inria.fr/chameleon/
58https://pm2.gitlabpages.inria.fr/
59https://savannah.nongnu.org/projects/fkt
60https://guix.gnu.org/en/manual/en/html_node/Package-Transformation-Options.html
61https://guix.gnu.org/en/manual/devel/en/html_node/Invoking-guix-shell.html

https://starpu.gitlabpages.inria.fr/
https://solverstack.gitlabpages.inria.fr/chameleon/
https://pm2.gitlabpages.inria.fr/
https://savannah.nongnu.org/projects/fkt
https://guix.gnu.org/en/manual/en/html_node/Package-Transformation-Options.html
https://guix.gnu.org/en/manual/devel/en/html_node/Invoking-guix-shell.html
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This intenseuseof package transformationslead to somecorner cases
of GNU Guix features and raises62 several63 issues64.

To ensure reproducibility of experimentsmade with GNU Guix, soft-
ware versions have to be pinned and saved along with scripts to launch
the experiments. guix describe65 and guix time-machine66 are the two
GNUGuix’s commands to pin revisions and execute applicationsbuilt from
these precise revisions. Making the experimental scripts publicly avail-
able67 is another step to achieve a reproducible article. It requires us to
clearlyorganizeexperiments,describetheir goalsandworkingsandensure
themaximumindependencefromcluster specificities(or documentwhich
changes are necessary to launch the experiments on another cluster).
When the repository describing the experiments is completed, archiving it
on Software Heritage and providing the obtained ID in the paper to easily
retrieve the scripts is effortless.

This first paperwithGNUGuixwasa great opportunity todiscover the
helpprovidedbyGNUGuix, itsecosystemand support. It alsoshowedareas
where documentation can be improved regarding the workflow to ensure
reproducibility of the experiments—fromusing ‘guix describe‘ to pin ver-
sions,toobtainingan IDtoeasily citethescriptsin apaper. Moreover,there
are still pending questions about the best way to generalize experimenta-
tion scripts andmake them independent from the clusters being used—e.g.,
how to deal with different job schedulers, file systems, and how to provide
instructions to replicate experiments even without Guix.

62https://issues.guix.gnu.org/49697
63https://issues.guix.gnu.org/49696
64https://issues.guix.gnu.org/50335
65https://guix.gnu.org/en/manual/en/html_node/Invoking-guix-describe.html
66https://guix.gnu.org/en/manual/en/html_node/Invoking-guix-time_002dmachine.html
67https://gitlab.inria.fr/pswartva/paper-starpu-traces-r13y
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https://issues.guix.gnu.org/49696
https://issues.guix.gnu.org/50335
https://guix.gnu.org/en/manual/en/html_node/Invoking-guix-describe.html
https://guix.gnu.org/en/manual/en/html_node/Invoking-guix-time_002dmachine.html
https://gitlab.inria.fr/pswartva/paper-starpu-traces-r13y
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Cluster Usage and Deployment

At UTHSC, Memphis (USA), we are running an 11-node large-mem-
ory HPC Octopus cluster68 (264 cores) dedicated to pangenome and genet-
ics research. In 2021 more SSDs and RAM were added. Notable about this
HPC is that it is administered by the users themselves. Thanks to GNU Guix we
install, run and manage the cluster as researchers (and roll back in case of
a mistake). UTHSC IT manages the infrastructure, i.e., physical placement,
routers and firewalls, but beyond that there are no demands on IT. Thanks
toout-of-bandaccesswecancompletely (re)installmachinesremotely. Oc-
topus runs GNU Guix on top of a minimal Debian install and we are exper-
imenting with pure GNU Guix nodes that can be run on demand. Lizardfs
is used for distributed network storage. Almost all deployed software has
been packaged in GNU Guix and can be installed by regular users on the
cluster without root access.

At GLiCID (Nantes, France)we are in theprocessof merging twoexist-
ing HPCclusters (10,000+ cores).The first cluster (based on Slurm +CentOS)
already offers the guix command to our users aswell as some specific soft-
wareonourownGuix channel, sincea fewyears. Thismerger involvesa lot
of change, including identity management. We wanted to take advantage
of this profound change to bemore ambitiousand explore automated gen-
erationof partof thecore infrastructure,usingvirtualmachinesgenerated
by guix system, deployed on KVM+Ceph. We aim to eventually replace as
many of these deployed machines as possible, adjusting Guix system ser-
vices and implementing new ones as we go, benefiting the wider commu-
nity.

68http://genenetwork.org/facilities/

http://genenetwork.org/facilities/
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Outreach and User Support

Articles

The following articles were published in the November 2021 edition
of 102469, themagazineof the Société Informatique de France (SIF), the French
computer science society:
• Konrad Hinsen, La Reproductibilité des calculs coûteux70

• Ludovic Courtès, Reproduire les environnements logiciels : un maillon
incontournable de la recherche reproductible71

This article appeared in the March 2021 special edition of French-
speaking GNU/Linux Magazine France72:
• Ludovic Courtès, Déploiements reproductibles dans le temps avec

GNU Guix73

The following article introducing the most recent addition to the
PiGx framework of reproducible workflows backed by Guix is awaiting
peer-review and has been submitted to themedRxiv preprint server:
• Vic-Fabienne Schumann et al., COVID-19 infection dynamics revealed by

SARS-CoV-2wastewater sequencing analysis and deconvolution74

Talks

69https://www.societe-informatique-de-france.fr/bulletin/1024-numero-18/
70https://doi.org/10.48556/SIF.1024.18.11
71https://dx.doi.org/10.48556/SIF.1024.18.15
72https://connect.ed-diamond.com/GNU-Linux-Magazine/GLMFHS-113
73https://hal.inria.fr/hal-03418210
74https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.11.30.21266952

https://www.societe-informatique-de-france.fr/bulletin/1024-numero-18/
https://doi.org/10.48556/SIF.1024.18.11
https://dx.doi.org/10.48556/SIF.1024.18.15
https://connect.ed-diamond.com/GNU-Linux-Magazine/GLMFHS-113
https://hal.inria.fr/hal-03418210
https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.11.30.21266952
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Since last year, we gave the following talks at the following venues:
• JCAD conference, Dec. 202175 (Ludovic Courtès)

• Software Heritage Firth Anniversary, joint event with UNESCO, Nov.
202176 (Ludovic Courtès)

• TREX Build SystemHackathon, Nov. 202177 (Ludovic Courtès)

• PackagingCon,Nov. 202178 (Ludovic Courtès)

• “Pour une recherche reproductible”, MAiMoSIne, SARI, GRICAD, Nov.
202179 (P.-A. Bouttier)

• RDA 18th plenary, Software Source Code, Nov. 202180 (P.-A. Bouttier)

• Reproducible FAIR+Workflows and the CCWL, at the US NIH National
Cancer Institute in Oct. 202181 (Pjotr Prins, Arun Isaac)

• special event on reproducibility of the Société Informatique de France
(French computer science society), May 202182 (Konrad Hinsen, Lu-
dovic Courtès)

We also organised the following events:
• the first on-lineworkshopon the reproducibility of softwareenviron-

ments83 for French-speaking scientists, engineers, and system admin-
istrators, on May 17–18th, 2021with up to 80 participants.

• “Declarative and minimalistic computing” track84 at FOSDEM

75https://jcad2021.sciencesconf.org/resource/page/id/8
76https://events.unesco.org/event?id=1423818652&lang=1033
77https://trex-coe.eu/events/trex-build-system-hackathon-8-12-nov-2021
78https://packaging-con.org/
79https://reproducibility.gricad-pages.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/web/medias_251121.html#medias_251121
80 https://www.rd-alliance.org/plenaries/rda-18th-plenary-meeting-virtual/software-source-code-
and-reproducibility
81https://datascience.cancer.gov/news-events/events/reproducible-fair-workflows-and-ccwl
82https://www.societe-informatique-de-france.fr/journee-reproductibilite/
83https://hpc.guix.info/events/2021/atelier-reproductibilité-environnements/
84https://archive.fosdem.org/2021/schedule/track/declarative_and_minimalistic_computing/

https://jcad2021.sciencesconf.org/resource/page/id/8
https://events.unesco.org/event?id=1423818652&lang=1033
https://trex-coe.eu/events/trex-build-system-hackathon-8-12-nov-2021
https://packaging-con.org/
https://reproducibility.gricad-pages.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/web/medias_251121.html#medias_251121
https://www.rd-alliance.org/plenaries/rda-18th-plenary-meeting-virtual/software-source-code-and-reproducibility
https://datascience.cancer.gov/news-events/events/reproducible-fair-workflows-and-ccwl
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https://hpc.guix.info/events/2021/atelier-reproductibilit�-environnements/
https://archive.fosdem.org/2021/schedule/track/declarative_and_minimalistic_computing/
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Training Sessions

A training session on computational reproducibility for high-energy
sessions took place at the Centre de Physique des Particules deMarseille in
April/May 2021. It included a hands-on session about Guix.

For the French HPC Guix community, we have set up a monthly on-
line event called “Café Guix”85, started in October 2021. Eachmonth, a user
or developer informally presents a Guix feature or workflow and answers
questions.

85https://hpc.guix.info/events/2021/café-guix/

https://hpc.guix.info/events/2021/caf�-guix/
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Personnel

GNUGuix is a collaborative effort, receiving contributions frommore
than 90peopleeverymonth—a 50% increasecompared to last year. Aspart
of Guix-HPC, participating institutions have dedicated work hours to the
project, which we summarize here.
• Inria: 2 person-years (Ludovic Courtès and the contributors to the

Guix-HPCchannel: EmmanuelAgullo,MarekFelšöci,NathalieFurmen-
to, Hugo Lecomte, Gilles Marait, Florent Pruvost, Matthieu Simonin,
Philippe Swartvagher)

• Max Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine in the Helmholtz Asso-
ciation (MDC): 2person-years (RicardoWurmusandMădălin Ionel Pa-
traşcu)

• University of Tennessee Health Science Center (UTHSC): 3+ person-
years (Efraim Flashner, Bonface Munyoki, Fred Muriithi, Arun Isaac,
Jorge Gomez, Erik Garrison and Pjotr Prins)

• Utrecht Bioinformatics Center (UBC): 0.1 person-year (Roel Janssen)

• University of Paris (Diderot): 0.5 person-year (Simon Tournier)
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Perspectives

Guix availability on scientific computing clusters remains a top
priority. More HPC practitioners—researchers, engineers, and system
administrators—are adopting Guix and showing interests, from repro-
ducible research to flexible deployment of virtual machines. We expect
to continue towork on these two complementary fronts: streamlining the
use of reproducible packs, and reaching out to system administrators and
cluster users, notably through training sessions.

Upstream, we will continue to work with Software Heritage with the
goal of achieving completearchivecoverageof the sourcecodeGuix refers
to. We have identified challenges related to source code availability; this
will probably be one of themain efforts in this area for the coming year.

Downstream, a lot of work has happened in the area of reproducible
research tools. Our package collection has grown to include more and
more scientific tools. Tools like the Guix Workflow Language and Guix-
Jupyterhavematured;alongwith thePsychNotebook service86, they bridge
the gap between reproducible software deployment and reproducible sci-
entific tools and workflows. We also showed how to achieve high perfor-
mance while preserving provenance tracking, which we hope dispels the
entrenchedperceptioninHPCcirclesthatreproducibilityandperformance
are antithetic.

Our work happens in a context of growing awareness of the impor-
tance of software and software environments in research workflows. UN-
ESCO’s Recommendation on Open Science87 and, for example, the Second
French Plan for Open Science88 are two illustrationsof that.

We gave demonstrations of what Guix brings to scientific workflows
and we expect to continue to show that reproducible scientific workflows
are indeed a possibility. Working on the tools and workflowsdirectly in the

86https://www.psychnotebook.org/
87https://en.unesco.org/science-sustainable-future/open-science/recommendation
88https://www.ouvrirlascience.fr/second-national-plan-for-open-science/

https://www.psychnotebook.org/
https://en.unesco.org/science-sustainable-future/open-science/recommendation
https://www.ouvrirlascience.fr/second-national-plan-for-open-science/
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hands of scientists will be a major focus of the coming year. We want to
contribute to raising the bar of what scientists come to expect in terms of
reproducibleworkflows.

There’s a lot we can do and we’d love to hear your ideas89!

89https://hpc.guix.info/about

https://hpc.guix.info/about
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